NATIONAL BEER DAY / REPORT

THE 2ND OF AUGUST IS
NATIONAL BEER DAY!

At indaHash we understand
the value of a good beer, so
to celebrate the upcoming
National Beer day, we decided
to create a report solely
dedicated to beer!
We conducted a research based on data
collected from over 1000 digital influencers
and the analysis of social media trends by
influencerDB, as well as a profound research of
consumer behaviour trends in the beer industry!

42%
of people think
beer ads are either
receptive or boring

57%
of respondents
decide to try out
a new beer brand
after seeing it on
Instagram!

In recent years popularity of beer has been
decreasing, especially among the younger
generation. Millennials, known as the largest
generation in human history,are not drinking
as much beer as the previous generations. The
consumption of beer among young drinkers has
been declining by roughly 3% for the past 15
years. In the US alone, the consumption of beer
dropped by nearly 10% per-capita from 2008
to 2017!

How to regain the attention
of the younger generation?
Instagram, the most popular social media
platform among millennials, might just be the
Here is what we found out!
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WHAT DO PEOPLE
SEARCH FOR?

What do people
want to know when
they search for beer
in search engines?
We found out what
are some of the
most frequently
searched phrases
related to beer!

where

beer is made?
beer where to eat?
beer comes from?

which

beer has less sugar?
beer is vegan?
hich beer is best?

what

beer can vegans drink?
can i cook with beer?
beer for beer can chicken?

when

beer is served very cold?
beer was safer than water?
Is best time to drink beer?

how

beer is made?
beer is good for health?
beer effects body?

are

beer cans recyclable?
beer cans reused?

to

beer to my door?
beer to go?
beer to drink with curry?

without

alcohol?
gluten?
sugar?
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WHAT DOES THIS TELL
US ABOUT CONSUMERS'
PREFERENCES?
Vegan beer?
Gluten-free beer?

People want to know
how beer is made!

Nowadays, consumers are becoming
increasingly health conscious. 25% of
25 to 34 year old Americans identify as
vegetarian or vegans, and many want to
know if their favorite beer brand has vegan
or gluten free options. Providing a selection
for more health-conscious consumers might
be the key to further the growth of beer
producers.

Consumers are curious when it comes to
both the process as well as the ingredients,
they want to know what they are buying!
35% of millennials read nutrition labels on
food and beverages.

Environmentally
conscious

Food that goes well
with beer

More and more people also wonder about
the effect that their purchases have on
the environment, 60% of millennials agree
with the statement "I feel like I can make
a difference to the world through my choices
and actions" . That is why environmentally
friendly production is becoming increasingly
important also in the beer industry!

We all know that beer and food go well
together! 62% of our survey respondents
try to pair their beer with the food they
are eating. Another popular trend are food
recipes where beer is used as not only an
addition to the meal but as an actual
ingredient!
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WHAT IS THE MOST
BEER-LOVING COUNTRY?
Here are the 10 countries
that posts the most
about beer!!

1/3 of all beer posts are
published by women
Men love beer, that is not a surprise,
however, based on our research we found
that 40% of beer posts on Instagram come
from accounts owned by women! The catch
is that women simply post less about beer
compared to men, and and 65% of beer
posts on Instagram were created by male
beer-lovers!
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Australia

2 Brazil

7

Kazahstan

3 Germany

8

India

4 United Kingdom

9

Russia

5 Canada

10 Spain

1

United States

Gender

Number
of Accounts

Total
posts

Female

40.08%

34.42%

Male

59.92%

65.58%

Source: InfluencerDB

Seaside the best location to grab a beer?
40% of respondents agreed!
What is an ideal location for you to enjoy a beer?
LOCATION

TOTAL

FEMALE

Seaside during a sunset

39.64%

38.69%

44.5%

Top of a mountain after a hike

5.65%

5.42%

6.81%

Remote field in a coutryside

6.85%

6.35%

9.42%

I don’t know

30.48%

32.24%

21.47%

By any body of water

4.79%

4.5%

6.28%

Picnic in a city park

12.59%

12.79%

11.52%

Source: InfluencerDB

MALE
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BEER INFLUENCERS
ON UPCOMING TRENDS
We asked beer influencers to share with us what in their opinion
are the new big trends in the beer industry and here is what
we found out!

Sour and light
@themugmen
I think that sour beers are on the rise. Very
popular with the craft beer community and
they are influencing the general market, and
will continue to do so over time.
Overall though in beer, lighter is winning
(which might be part of the sour allure, too).
Michelob lite, Corona Premier, etc. are all
doing well and craft breweries are trying to
make their own versions (Ballast Point lager,
Lagunitas DayTime IPA)

@the_garnishguy
I’ve noticed growing popularity of sour beer,
and beer that is more on the savory side.
Since it’s obviously summer a lot of people
pick more light and fresh options as well

THC and IPA beer
@beerbrewin
THC beer is a trend that will mostly
continue. Many people are interested in
trying it out. Other than that, many seem
to be interested in IPA beer, it’s just an easy
beer to drink, that people can enjoy.
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WHAT ARE THE
NEW BEER TRENDS
ON INSTAGRAM?
Here are a couple of upcoming beer trends that we spotted on Instagram!
Using popular hashtags is crucial, but sometimes the best strategy is to find your niche!
Instagram is full of crazy (glitter beer or beer yoga?!) and little bit more down to earth
trends, that can be used to capture new beer-loving consumers!

#beerstagrammers 24.5K

#beertasting 584K

#beergarden 890K

There is a growing community
of beer-lovers calling themselves
beerstagrammers. They share
anything from their favorite beer
brands to activities they enjoy
doing while having a beer.

It’s not all about wine tasting
anymore! Beer tasting is becoming
the new hot trend in the Instagram
community. Creating an unique and
fun beer tasting experience can be
a great way to reach new customers.

For the Instagram generation
a simple pub just won’t do it
anymore, millennials want to
have their beer in pleasant and
Instagram-friendly locations, and
beer gardens are the new favourite
location for millennial beer-lovers!

What Else?

#beercanart 11.K

#glitterbeer 3769

Millennials like art, and many
brands choose to collaborate
with artists to create more original
packaging for their products.
Unique beer cans or bottles are
not only a great way to make your
beer stand out on a shelf, but it also
makes for great Instagram content.

Glitter beer might seem like
a ccrazy idea for old school beer
lovers, but Instagram proves that
nothing is too crazy! Beer with
added glitter sure makes a great
Instagram picture and many
seem to love it!

#veganbeer 28.8K
#beeryoga 34.9K
#dogbeer 38K
#beercanchicken 69.5K
#ipabeer 78.9K
#sourbeer 470K
#beerpong 1.7M
#beertography 2M
#craftbeer 22M
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HUNGRY FOR
EXPERIENCE
Millennials are known as the generation
who prefers experience over goods.

69%

They want to travel, try out
new things and make
memories. Following the crowd
and doing what everyone else is
of millennial consumers
doing is no longer desirable.
consider themselves
Millennials find the value
adventurous!
in experiences they co-create
with brands!

photo: @lifeofmikeza for Sol

65% of consumers want to try new types of beer!
Do you enjoy discovering new types of beer?
TOTAL

FEMALE

MALE

Yes, I like to try out new things

65.58%

63.56%

75.92%

No, I like sticking to my favourite brands

9.33%

9.42%

8.9%

I don’t drink beer

25.09%

27.02%

15.18%
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DUNKIN DONUTS BEER?!
& THE GROWING POPULARITY
OF CRAFT BEER!
@themugmen
“You're also starting to see a lot of brands play in the craft beer space because of its
successes. Dunkin Donuts, Planters, Skittles and others have collaborated with craft
breweries to create limited time beers that catch the eye of media and increase brand
awareness.”

The popularity of craft beer beer continues
to grow! Currently craft beer is even more
popular in comparison to off the shelf options!
Do you prefer more known beer brands or craft beer?
TOTAL

FEMALE

MALE

Off the shelf

20.63%

19.96%

24.08%

Craft beer

27.31%

25.38%

37.17%

I don’t know

52.05%

54.66%

38.74%
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70%

RISE OF
ALCOHOL FREE
BEER!
It looks like it’s not all about the %%
anymore, alcohol free beer is becoming
increasingly popular!
The non-alcoholic beer category has
grown 3.9% on average over the past
5 years compared with 0.2% for
traditional beer.

Unbelievably high
engagement rate!
The engagement rate is the best
indicator of a successful influencer
marketing campaign, and our campaign
for Radler’s alcohol free beer reached
8%!

of our survey
respondents
said YES to
alcohol-free beer!

"Consumers are becoming increasingly
aware of their alcohol intake and see
low-alcohol and alcohol-free variants
as a healthier alternative, while still
allowing for participation in traditional
cultural events" Andrew Curran,
Beverage Analyst for Canadean
(https://www.axios.com/alcohol-free-beer-sales-growth-34aa
e604-527c-4c88-89a3-e47193ffe327.html)

0%

Would you be
willing to purchase
alcohol-free beer?
TOTAL

FEMALE

MALE

Yes

70.38%

69.81%

73.3%

No

29.62%

30.19%

26.7%

CASE STUDY

Supporting the launch
of the new product design

66
influencers

8%
Engagement rate

1 000 000
Reach

In order to raise awareness around the new and practical product design
influencers were asked to post photo or video with the new Radler 0,0% bottle
and present it in a positive, sport-related way.
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MILLENNIALS
WANT TO INTERACT
ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Millennials are a generation known
for not being the most brand-loyal
consumer, however

62% of millennials
say that if a brand engages with them
on social media, they are more likely
to become a loyal customer.

Beer is still the king when
it comes to music festivals!
What is your
beverage of choice
at a musicfestival
/ outdoor event?

beer
wine
cocktail
mocktail
cider
soft drink
water
other

@campsbaygirl for Sol
TOTAL

FEMALE

MALE

39.47%

36.44%

54.97%

11.73%

12.49%

7.85%

16.78%

17.81%

11.52%

1.8%

1.74%

2.09%

3.94%

3.99%

3.66%

6.76%

7.37%

3.66%

7.71%

7.68%

7.85%

11.82%

12.49%

8.38%

CASE STUDY

Music festival sponsorship

53
influencers

6%
Engagement rate

1 000 000
Reach

Influencers engaged in the campaign showed their Lech-gear that they used during the
Woodstock festival. The campaign received astonishing engagement rate of 6%, which proves
that music festivals create a great opportunity to conduct an influencer marketing campaign
and increase beer sales.
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@snnngorious
“I think alcohol free beer is going to be the next big thing in Singapore. After I posted
a picture with Heineken that contains 0.0% of alcohol a lot of my followers were
curious about it. They asked me what is the purpose of it, and I told them that for me
the biggest advantage is that I can enjoy the taste of beer and after hop in a car and
go on with my day without the after effect that alcohol gives”.

CASE STUDY

Product promotion

8
influencers

3%
Engagement rate

1 000 000
Reach

This campaign was focused on promoting Heineken 0.0, an alcohol free beer. The influencers
captured moments where they crave beer but cannot drink one, as for example during a workout,
while driving or even at work. The aim of the campaign was to show that thanks to the new
alcohol-free Heineken you can enjoy taste of beer without sacrificing on activities that you love!
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WILLING TO
TRY OUT NEW
THINGS!
Bartender’s recommendations are not so
important anymore, millennials like to try out
new types of beer depending on their mood!
photo: @snnngorious for Heineken

What decides your choice of beer?
TOTAL

I like to try new things depending on my mood
I usually go for what my friends are recommending
I go for what the bartender is recommending
It all depends on the food that I’m eating
It depends on the season
I don’t know

FEMALE

MALE

37.5%

36.34%

43.46%

14.47%

15.05%

11.52%

4.62%

4.40%

5.76%

4.45%

3.48%

9.42%

6.51%

6.76%

5.24%

32.45%

33.98%

24.61%

CASE STUDY

Supporting brand’s ongoing
campaign

39
influencers

6%
Engagement rate

1 000 000
Reach

The key to a successful influencer marketing campaign is truly showing the experience that can
be created involving beer! The campaign turned out to be a big success and received
engagement rate of 6%.
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HEALTH AND
ENVIRONMENTALLY
CONSCIOUS
Millennials are becoming increasingly
health and environmentally conscious,
and brands must find a way to adapt to
their new lifestyle in order to meet their
needs.

59% of Millennials

buy the brands that somehow represent
their lifestyle and personality!

@andrewkayden for Heineken

54% of consumers would be willing to pay more
for a brand that is socially responsible!
Would you be willing to pay more for a brand that is socially responsible
(engages in CSR activities as supporting local charities or using recycled materials)?
TOTAL

FEMALE

MALE

Yes

54.71%

53.53%

60.73%

No

9.25%

8.80%

11.52%

I don’t know

36.04%

37.67%

27.75%

TOTAL

FEMALE

MALE

Yes

45.21%

44.93%

46.60%

No

25.43%

24.46%

30.37%

I don’t know

29.37%

30.60%

23.04%

Beer yoga is a thing now! 45% of respondents
would be willing to try it!
Would you be interested in attending a beer yoga class?
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UNDERSTAND
THE GENERATION
45% of 18-30-year olds agreed
with the statement:

“The beer you drink says
a lot about you”
The story, motivations, and purpose
of the company behind the beer is
becoming increasingly important.
Brands must listen to the young
generations to understand what
they want!
Young generations are often more
interested in other alcoholic beverages
than beer. Beer producers must find
a way to communicate with young
consumers to make beer cool again!

@1102santono for Hoegaarden

Research has shown that millennials supposedly drink less beer than older
generations, what do you think is the reason?
Beer is not cool anymore
They are more interested in other alcoholic beverages
Millennials are in general less interested in consuming alcohol
I don’t know

Millennials are tech-savvy!
They are a generation born with
technology, and beer brands must
utilize that to reach new consumers.

41% of our respondents
order beer through
delivery apps!
@jacinthawee for Heineken

TOTAL

FEMALE

MALE

17.21%

16.68%

19.90%

28.34%

27.33%

33.51%

10.62%

10.54%

10.99%

43.84%

45.45%

35.60%

Have you ever ordered a beer
with food or on its own from
a delivery app?

Yes
No
I don’t drink beer

41.52%
34.16%
24.32%
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MILLENNIALS
LOVE INSTAGRAM!
Millennials are digital natives,
a generation that grew up with social
media, and Instagram is one of their
favorite platforms! 75% of Instagram’s
1 billion users are under 35!

@typicalben for Heineken

49% of millennials

have posted a picture with a beer
on Instagram!

most
popular
beer
hashtags

If you want your beer post to be
seen on Instagram make sure to
use some of the 10 most popular
hashtags of 2018- 2019 related
to beer!
#beer 114.7K (in total 62M)
#craftbeer 63.8K (in total 21.8M)
#beerporn 18.2K (in total 6.2M)
#instabeer 16.3K (in total 5.8M)
#beers 15.5K (in total 6.3M)
#beergeek 14.7K (in total 3.6M)
#beerstagram 14.3K (in total 5.4M)
#beerlover 9K (in total 2.9M)
#beerme 8.8K (in total 2.7M)
#beertography 7.8K (in total 2M)

Hastags
that often
accompany
beer?

#bar 15.8K #food 15.5K #drinks 14.2 #instagood 14.4K
#drink 12.3K #ipa 11.5K #cheers 11.2K
#foodporn 10.7K, #pub 10K, #cocktails 9.8K, #drinklocal 9.2K,
#party 8.7K, #yummy 8.2K, #music 6.6K
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OUR BEER CAMPAIGNS
CASE STUDY

12
influencers

7%
Engagement rate

1 000 000
Reach

Nowadays, health awareness among youth is drastically increasing, and Flying Fish
created a campaign which focus was the promotion of their Flying Fish lite beer in
South Africa amongst health and fitness enthusiasts.

CASE STUDY

12
influencers

8%
Engagement rate

1 000 000
Reach

Influencers chosen by indaHash highlighted the reduced sugar feature of the beer, as
well as the value of sharing a beer with their loved ones. The campaign turned out to
be a success and achieved 7% engagement rate.

Ready for an influencer
marketing campaign?
We can help.

If you are a journalist or business professional and you would
like to conduct a survey with our international group of influencers,
please contact support@indahash.com, or call us at UK +442032898917.
We can help you create a custom report tailored for your needs.
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